Distress, anxiety and trauma are now the norm for millions of children. A 2008 study showed that over 60% of U.S. children under the age of 17 experience child maltreatment, psychological trauma, or family and community violence each year. This study has been a wakeup call for parents, community leaders and schools across the nation, transforming the way adults view and respond to children’s behaviors, and driving dramatic positive changes that are reducing mental, emotional and behavioral health problems.

To reduce disengagement, disconnection, dropping out, delinquency, and drug use we must...


3. Be aware of the National Research Council’s “Preventing Mental, Emotional and Behavioral Health Disorders Among Young People: Progress and Possibilities”
   - 50% of mental, emotional and behavioral health disorders BEGIN BEFORE AGE 14.
   - Many emotional health disorders and almost all behavioral health disorders ARE PREVENTABLE.
   - Children show symptoms 2-4 YEARS PRIOR to REACHING the CRITERIA for a PREVENTABLE DISORDER.
   - These symptoms are ignored or identified as “misbehaviors” and punished, which accounts for the delay in children getting help. Behavior is the leading indicator of a child’s state of emotional health.
   - 3.5 million children are suspended each year for showing signs and symptoms of distress, anxiety and trauma.

4. Increase the number of “Trauma-informed Schools” – a national movement to use a public health approach to prevent, reduce and/or mitigate the effects of distress, anxiety and trauma FOR EVERY CHILD.
   - The same practices that reduce distress, anxiety and trauma increase explicit learning and self-regulated behavior. Behavior improves, teachers can teach, children can learn, grades to up, graduation is the norm - - everyone wins.
   - These schools recognize “fight, flight and freeze” behaviors as cries for help - not misbehavior - and intervene early.
   - These schools teach every child stress management and coping skills.
   - These schools have restored the “Civic Mission of Schools” (character education).
   - These schools focus on building “felt safety”, connection, empowerment, and support, i.e., the basis of homeostasis so that explicit learning, self-regulatory behavior and positive development are possible FOR ALL CHILDREN.
   - All staff are trained as “Emotional Management Trainers” (EMTs); their first job is to restore homeostasis.

5. Know, adopt, practice and teach all children coping and stress management skills, i.e., the “Super Six”: Mindfulness, Breathing, Growth Mindset, Gratitude, Affirmations, and Asking, Accepting and Giving Help.
We have two ways of learning and developing: 1) implicit, subconscious, “survival” learning (the role of our mirror neurons), which takes place automatically and never shuts down, and 2) “explicit, conscious, self-regulatory” learning (the role of the neurons in our pre-frontal cortex, et. al.)

Explicit learning only takes place when our brain is at peace, i.e., in a state of homeostasis - which is a state of restful alertness (“rest and digest”) i.e., a state of biochemical balance.

However when our brain senses an unmet need or other threat - regardless of whether it is real or imagined, external or within the body - it immediately responds with an “auto-alert” that releases a cascade of chemicals to switch energy away from explicit learning to a state of alarm called our “Survival Mode”.

Our Survival Mode produces distress, which is designed to last only a very short time. If it lasts, or exceeds one’s coping capacities, it can escalate to anxiety, and in the extreme, a state of trauma.

In order to notify the outside world that distress, anxiety and trauma are present, our Survival System triggers “survival reflex behaviors” known as “fight, flight and freeze”.

Fight, flight, and freeze are protective behaviors; they are “cries for help”.

If not interrupted, distress, anxiety and trauma can disrupt explicit learning and self-regulated (reasoned) behavior and development. If not interrupted, distress, anxiety and trauma can escalate, reaching the criteria for anxiety disorder, depression, and post-traumatic stress disorder.

If not interrupted, survival reflex behaviors, i.e., fight, and flight, freeze behaviors, can escalate and reach the criteria for “oppositional defiant” and “conduct” disorders.

When youth lack stress-management and coping skills, they try any short-term “fix” for comfort. If not interrupted, these “fixes” can reach the criteria for a variety of preventable emotional and behavioral health disorders.

Risks to children’s health, education & well-being

- Disrupted Learning and Development
- Self-Defeating, Harmful & Dangerous Behaviors (Substance Abuse, Truancy, School Failure, Dropping Out, Bullying, Delinquency, Gang Involvement, Violence & Crime)
- Preventable Emotional & Behavioral Health Disorders

Changing the target changes everything.
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